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The Incas
REA's Crash Course® for the AP® World History Exam - Gets You a Higher Advanced Placement® Score in Less Time 2nd Edition Updated for the 2017 Exam Crash Course is perfect for the time-crunched student, the last-minute studier, or anyone who wants a refresher
on the subject. Are you crunched for time? Have you started studying for your Advanced Placement® World History exam yet? How will you
memorize everything you need to know before the test? Do you wish there was a fast and easy way to study for the exam AND boost your
score? If this sounds like you, don't panic. REA's Crash Course for AP® World History is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives you:
Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You Need to Know Written by an AP® World History teacher, the targeted review chapters
prepare students for the test by only focusing on the important topics and themes tested on the new 2017 AP® World History exam. The easyto-read review chapters in outline format cover everything AP® students need to know for the exam: The Ancient Near East, The Middle
Ages, Early Modern Europe, Asia, World War I & II, The Cold War, and more. The author also includes must-know key terms all AP®
students should know before test day. Expert Test-taking Strategies Our experienced AP® World History teacher shares detailed questionlevel strategies and explains the best way to answer the multiple-choice and essay questions you'll encounter on test day. By following our
expert tips and advice, you can boost your overall point score! Take REA's FREE Practice Exam After studying the material in the Crash
Course, go to the online REA Study Center and test what you've learned. Our free practice exam features timed testing, detailed explanations
of answers, and automatic scoring analysis. The exam is balanced to include every topic and type of question found on the actual AP® exam,
so you know you're studying the smart way. Whether you're cramming for the test at the last minute, looking for extra review, or want to study
on your own in preparation for the exams - this is the study guide every AP® World History student must have. When it's crucial crunch time
and your Advanced Placement® exam is just around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for AP® World History!

Amped
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Encompassing nearly 2,000 years of heists and tunnel jobs, break-ins and escapes, A Burglar's Guide to the City offers an unexpected
blueprint to the criminal possibilities in the world all around us. You'll never see the city the same way again. At the core of A Burglar's Guide
to the City is an unexpected and thrilling insight: how any building transforms when seen through the eyes of someone hoping to break into it.
Studying architecture the way a burglar would, Geoff Manaugh takes readers through walls, down elevator shafts, into panic rooms, up to the
buried vaults of banks, and out across the rooftops of an unsuspecting city. With the help of FBI Special Agents, reformed bank robbers,
private security consultants, the L.A.P.D. Air Support Division, and architects past and present, the book dissects the built environment from
both sides of the law. Whether picking padlocks or climbing the walls of high-rise apartments, finding gaps in a museum's surveillance routine
or discussing home invasions in ancient Rome, A Burglar's Guide to the City has the tools, the tales, and the x-ray vision you need to see
architecture as nothing more than an obstacle that can be outwitted and undercut. Full of real-life heists-both spectacular and absurd-A
Burglar's Guide to the City ensures readers will never enter a bank again without imagining how to loot the vault or walk down the street
without planning the perfect getaway.

How Change Happens
A brilliant satire from one of the great novelists of his time. In his first novel in nearly twenty years, Alexander Theroux, National Book Award
Nominee, returns with a compendious satire, a bold and inquisitorial circuit-breaking examination of love and hate, of rejection and
forgiveness, of trust and romantic disappointment, of the terrors of contemporary life. Eugene Eyestones, an erudite sex columnist for a
Boston cultural magazine, becomes enmeshed in the messy life of a would-be artist named Laura Warholic, who, repulsing and fascinating
him at the same time, becomes a mirror in which he not only sees himself but through which he is forced to face his own demons. Not only
does she inadvertently supply him with material for his columns, but she exemplifies all that Eugene considers wrong with contemporary
America (of which the publishing profession and its recognizable denizens serves as a microcosm)a garish and dunce-filled Babylon that
Theroux scorches with inventive and relentless satire. Nostalgic for the old days and old manners, a way of life lost to grace, loving from afar
a mysterious beauty named Rapunzel Wisht, Eugene fights against the rising tide of stupidity, focusing on Laura in the hope that by saving
her he can validate his ethical beliefs. But feckless Laura and the colorful but bizarre cast of characters surrounding Eugenebrilliant bigots,
nihilists, Generation-X slackers and zanies of all sexual persuasionsthreaten to pull him under, leading to the novel's unforgettable
conclusion, a climax of betrayal and redemption of Dostoevskyan power.

One Man's Meat
An award-winning book from the author of Jeremy Fink and the Meaning of Life and The Candymakers for fans for of Wonder and Counting
by Sevens Mia Winchell has synesthesia, the mingling of perceptions whereby a person can see sounds, smell colors, or taste shapes.
Forced to reveal her condition, she must look to herself to develop an understanding and appreciation of her gift in this coming-of-age novel.
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The 100 Year Starship
Python Data Science Handbook
New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize “This is a book to shake up the world.” —Ann Patchett Nicholas Carr’s bestseller
The Shallows has become a foundational book in one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the internet’s bounties, are we
sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply? This 10th-anniversary edition includes a new afterword that brings the story up to date, with a
deep examination of the cognitive and behavioral effects of smartphones and social media.

Old Media
Technology makes them superhuman. But mere mortals want them kept in their place. Enter a stunning world where technology and
humanity clash in terrifying and surprising ways. Some people are implanted with upgrades that make them capable of superhuman feats.
The powerful technology has profound consequences for society, and soon a set of laws is passed that restricts the abilities - and rights - of
'amplified' humans. On the day that the Supreme Court passes the first of these laws, 29-year-old Owen Gray discovers that his seizuresupressing medical implant is actually a powerful upgrade. Owen joins the ranks of a new persecuted underclass known as 'amps' and is
forced to go on the run, desperate to reach an outpost in Oklahoma where, it is rumoured, a group of the most enhanced amps are about to
change the world - or destroy it.

The Future of Another Timeline
For many researchers, Python is a first-class tool mainly because of its libraries for storing, manipulating, and gaining insight from data.
Several resources exist for individual pieces of this data science stack, but only with the Python Data Science Handbook do you get them
all—IPython, NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scikit-Learn, and other related tools. Working scientists and data crunchers familiar with reading and
writing Python code will find this comprehensive desk reference ideal for tackling day-to-day issues: manipulating, transforming, and cleaning
data; visualizing different types of data; and using data to build statistical or machine learning models. Quite simply, this is the must-have
reference for scientific computing in Python. With this handbook, you’ll learn how to use: IPython and Jupyter: provide computational
environments for data scientists using Python NumPy: includes the ndarray for efficient storage and manipulation of dense data arrays in
Python Pandas: features the DataFrame for efficient storage and manipulation of labeled/columnar data in Python Matplotlib: includes
capabilities for a flexible range of data visualizations in Python Scikit-Learn: for efficient and clean Python implementations of the most
important and established machine learning algorithms
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The Clockwork Man
Human society is full of would-be "change agents," a restless mix of campaigners, lobbyists, and officials, both individuals and organizations,
set on transforming the world. They want to improve public services, reform laws and regulations, guarantee human rights, get a fairer deal
for those on the sharp end, achieve greater recognition for any number of issues, or simply be treated with respect. Striking then, why so
many universities lack programs for social activists, to which students can turn for advice and inspiration. Instead, scholarly discussions of
change are fragmented with few conversations crossing disciplinary boundaries, rarely making it onto the radar of those actively seeking
change. This book bridges the gap between academia and practice, bringing together the best research from a range of academic disciplines
and the evolving practical understanding of activists to explore the topic of social and political change. Drawing on many first-hand examples
from the global experience of Oxfam, one of the world's largest social justice NGOs, as well as the author's insights from studying and
working on international development, it tests ideas on how change happens and offers the latest thinking on what works to achieve
progressive change.

CRC Standard Mathematical Tables
In this fascinating and often hilarious work – winner of the Royal Society of Science Prize 2007 – pre-eminent psychologist Daniel Gilbert
shows how – and why – the majority of us have no idea how to make ourselves happy.

The Knowledge
Presents the lives of poor African-American men who make their subsistence wages by selling used goods on the streets of Greenwich
Village in New York; and discusses how they interact with passing pedestrians, police officers, and each other.

She's Such a Geek!
Few topics incite more passion and controversy than the idea of climate change. Historian Patrick Allitt argues that a mood of anxiety has
long surrounded environmental issues, often eclipsing important realities. In A Climate of Crisis, he offers a provocative history of American
environmentalism: from nuclear fears to antipollution protests. He argues that great progress has been made in health, living standards and
life expectancy, despite exaggeration and fear-mongering from all sides that have obscured it.

White Trash
First published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and Genetics
A lighthearted celebration of the contributions of women in male-dominated arenas features essays on a range of topics, from computer
technology and Dungeons and Dragons to comic books and cyberlaw, in an anthology that includes pieces by such contributors as Ellen
Spertus, Wendy Seltzer, and Devin Grayson. Original.

Throne of the Crescent Moon
A New York Times Notable Book: A psychologist’s “gripping and thought-provoking” look at how and why our brains sometimes fail us
(Steven Pinker, author of How the Mind Works). In this intriguing study, Harvard psychologist Daniel L. Schacter explores the memory
miscues that occur in everyday life, placing them into seven categories: absent-mindedness, transience, blocking, misattribution,
suggestibility, bias, and persistence. Illustrating these concepts with vivid examples—case studies, literary excerpts, experimental evidence,
and accounts of highly visible news events such as the O. J. Simpson verdict, Bill Clinton’s grand jury testimony, and the search for the
Oklahoma City bomber—he also delves into striking new scientific research, giving us a glimpse of the fascinating neurology of memory and
offering “insight into common malfunctions of the mind” (USA Today). “Though memory failure can amount to little more than a mild
annoyance, the consequences of misattribution in eyewitness testimony can be devastating, as can the consequences of suggestibility
among pre-school children and among adults with ‘false memory syndrome’ . . . Drawing upon recent neuroimaging research that allows a
glimpse of the brain as it learns and remembers, Schacter guides his readers on a fascinating journey of the human mind.” —Library Journal
“Clear, entertaining and provocative . . . Encourages a new appreciation of the complexity and fragility of memory.” —The Seattle Times
“Should be required reading for police, lawyers, psychologists, and anyone else who wants to understand how memory can go terribly
wrong.” —The Atlanta Journal-Constitution “A fascinating journey through paths of memory, its open avenues and blind alleys . . . Lucid,
engaging, and enjoyable.” —Jerome Groopman, MD “Compelling in its science and its probing examination of everyday life, The Seven Sins
of Memory is also a delightful book, lively and clear.” —Chicago Tribune Winner of the William James Book Award

A Mango-Shaped Space
Climate change. Pandemics. Catastrophic volcanoes. Should we just give up and accept our doom? Absolutely not. Homo sapiens will
survive the next mass extinction. Annalee Newitz's brilliantly speculative and hopeful work of popular science focuses our attention on
humanity's long history of dodging the bullet of extinction - and suggests practical ways to keep doing it. From bacteria labs in St. Louis to
ancient underground cities in central Turkey, we discover the keys to long-term survival. This book leads us away from apocalyptic thinking,
into a future where we live to build a better world. Newitz makes a powerful argument about human's ability to survive at a time when many
scientists and media commentators are hell-bent on preaching the opposite. Environmental cynicism rules public policy, and apocalyptic
stories about zombie death plagues rule the world of fiction. It's a time of tremendous uncertainty, and Scatter, Adapt, and Rememberoffers a
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note of pragmatic, scientifically grounded and humorous optimism to the current public conversation about our collective future. Readers will
be equipped - scientifically, intellectually and even emotionally - to face challenges that promise to be far greater than contemporary humans
have yet encountered.

Survival of the Prettiest
Shows how the Incas lived by describing their government, social customs, religion, and history.

Autonomous
Traditional swords & sorcery fantasy with an authentic middle-eastern spin. The Crescent Moon Kingdoms, land of djenn and ghuls, holy
warriors and heretics, Khalifs and killers, is at boiling point. A power struggle between the iron-fisted Khalif and the mysterious master thief
known as the Falcon Prince is reaching its climax. In the midst of this brewing rebellion, a series of brutal supernatural murders strikes at the
heart of the Kingdoms. Only a handful of reluctant heroes can learn the truth, and stop the killing. Doctor Adoulla Makhslood just wants a
quiet cup of tea. Three score and more years old, he has grown weary of hunting monsters and saving lives, and is more than ready to retire
from his dangerous and demanding vocation. But when an old flame's family is murdered, Adoulla is drawn back to the hunter's path. Raseed
bas Raseed, Adoulla's young assistant, a hidebound holy warrior whose prowess is matched only by his piety, is eager to deliver God's
justice. Zamia Badawi has been gifted with the near-mythical power of the Lion-Shape, but shunned by her people for daring to take up a
man's title. She lives only to avenge her father's death. Until she learns that Adoulla and his allies also hunt her father's killer. Until she meets
Raseed. When they learn that the murders and the Falcon Prince's brewing revolution are connected, the companions must race against time
to save the life of a vicious despot. In so doing they discover a plot for the Throne of the Crescent Moon that threatens to turn the city, and the
world itself, into a blood-soaked ruin.

A Burglar's Guide to the City
A fascinating, thought-provoking journey into our built environment Modern humans are an indoor species. We spend 90 percent of our time
inside, shuttling between homes and offices, schools and stores, restaurants and gyms. And yet, in many ways, the indoor world remains
unexplored territory. For all the time we spend inside buildings, we rarely stop to consider: How do these spaces affect our mental and
physical well-being? Our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors? Our productivity, performance, and relationships? In this wide-ranging, characterdriven book, science journalist Emily Anthes takes us on an adventure into the buildings in which we spend our days, exploring the profound,
and sometimes unexpected, ways that they shape our lives. Drawing on cutting-edge research, she probes the pain-killing power of a wellplaced window and examines how the right office layout can expand our social networks. She investigates how room temperature regulates
our cognitive performance, how the microbes hiding in our homes influence our immune systems, and how cafeteria design affects what—and
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how much—we eat. Along the way, Anthes takes readers into an operating room designed to minimize medical errors, a school designed to
boost students’ physical fitness, and a prison designed to support inmates’ psychological needs. And she previews the homes of the future,
from the high-tech houses that could monitor our health to the 3D-printed structures that might allow us to live on the Moon. The Great
Indoors provides a fresh perspective on our most familiar surroundings and a new understanding of the power of architecture and design. It's
an argument for thoughtful interventions into the built environment and a story about how to build a better world—one room at a time.

Sidewalk
Scatter, Adapt, and Remember
From the author of the Hugo-winning "Six Months, Three Days," a new wrinkle on the old story of three wishes, set after the end of the world.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Paper Towns
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars.
Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So
when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next
day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they
are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of
who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.

The Great Indoors
Twenty-third century Earth has been ravaged by climate change, and is now dominated by a few powerful families, with millions of people in
prison and millions more labouring to rebuild ruined ecosystems. Meanwhile on Jupiter and Saturn, live the Outers. They have built a wild
variety of scientific utopias crammed with exuberant creations of the genetic arts. Now they want to colonise Earth and drive human evolution
in a new direction. On Earth, some want to launch a pre-emptive strike against the Outers while others wish to exploit the talents of the gene
wizards. It is clear that the fragile detente between the two branches of humanity is breaking down and they may be heading towards war . . .

Stumbling on Happiness
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Introduces the solar system and explains how astronomers have used technology to discover new stars and planets.

The Quiet War
BRS Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and Genetics, Seventh Edition helps ensure excellence in class exams and on the USMLE Step 1. The
popular Board Review Series outline format keeps content succinct and accessible for the most efficient review, accompanied by bolded key
terms, detailed figures, quick-reference tables, and other aids that highlight important concepts and reinforce understanding. Updated Clinical
Considerations boxes demonstrate the practical applications of chapter concepts. More than 500 USMLE-style review questions ensure
confidence on course exams and the USMLE Step 1. -- Publisher

Scatter, Adapt, and Remember
A provocative and thoroughly researched inquiry into what we find beautiful and why, skewering the myth that the pursuit of beauty is a
learned behavior. In Survival of the Prettiest, Nancy Etcoff, a faculty member at Harvard Medical School and a practicing psychologist at
Massachusetts General Hospital, argues that beauty is neither a cultural construction, an invention of the fashion industry, nor a backlash
against feminism—it’s in our biology. Beauty, she explains, is an essential and ineradicable part of human nature that is revered and
ferociously pursued in nearly every civilization—and for good reason. Those features to which we are most attracted are often signals of
fertility and fecundity. When seen in the context of a Darwinian struggle for survival, our sometimes extreme attempts to attain beauty—both to
become beautiful ourselves and to acquire an attractive partner—suddenly become much more understandable. Moreover, if we understand
how the desire for beauty is innate, then we can begin to work in our own interests, and not just the interests of our genetic tendencies.

Dawn of the New Everything
Originally published: Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2000.

Breaking Parallel
In its 4.5 billion–year history, life on Earth has been almost erased at least half a dozen times: shattered by asteroid impacts, entombed in ice,
smothered by methane, and torn apart by unfathomably powerful megavolcanoes. And we know that another global disaster is eventually
headed our way. Can we survive it? How? As a species, Homo sapiens is at a crossroads. Study of our planet’s turbulent past suggests that
we are overdue for a catastrophic disaster, whether caused by nature or by human interference. It’s a frightening prospect, as each of the
Earth’s past major disasters—from meteor strikes to bombardment by cosmic radiation—resulted in a mass extinction, where more than 75
percent of the planet’s species died out. But in Scatter, Adapt, and Remember, Annalee Newitz, science journalist and editor of the science
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Web site io9.com explains that although global disaster is all but inevitable, our chances of long-term species survival are better than ever.
Life on Earth has come close to annihilation—humans have, more than once, narrowly avoided extinction just during the last million years—but
every single time a few creatures survived, evolving to adapt to the harshest of conditions. This brilliantly speculative work of popular science
focuses on humanity’s long history of dodging the bullet, as well as on new threats that we may face in years to come. Most important, it
explores how scientific breakthroughs today will help us avoid disasters tomorrow. From simulating tsunamis to studying central Turkey’s
ancient underground cities; from cultivating cyanobacteria for “living cities” to designing space elevators to make space colonies costeffective; from using math to stop pandemics to studying the remarkable survival strategies of gray whales, scientists and researchers the
world over are discovering the keys to long-term resilience and learning how humans can choose life over death. Newitz’s remarkable and
fascinating journey through the science of mass extinctions is a powerful argument about human ingenuity and our ability to change. In a
world populated by doomsday preppers and media commentators obsessively forecasting our demise, Scatter, Adapt, and Remember is a
compelling voice of hope. It leads us away from apocalyptic thinking into a future where we live to build a better world—on this planet and
perhaps on others. Readers of this book will be equipped scientifically, intellectually, and emotionally to face whatever the future holds.

Laura Warholic
Two hundred and fifty million years ago, 95 percent of the species on Earth perished. Sixty-five million years ago, a meteor strike destroyed
the dinosaurs and pretty much every other organism bigger than about fifteen pounds. Now another mass extinction is coming. This book is
about how our species can survive it. Scatter, Adapt, and Remember makes a powerful argument about humans' ability to survive at a time
when many scientists and media commentators are hell-bent on preaching the opposite. Environmental cynicism rules public policy, and
apocalyptic stories about zombie death plagues rule the world of fiction. It’s a time of tremendous uncertainty, and Scatter, Adapt, and
Remember offers a note of pragmatic, scientifically grounded, and humorous optimism to the current public conversation about our collective
future. Readers will be equipped—scientifically, intellectually, and even emotionally—to face challenges that promise to be far greater than
contemporary humans have yet encountered.

As Good as New
Vince, a white teenager, faces discrimination when he begins to fall for a First Nations girl.

The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains
Several thousand years from now, advanced humanoids known as the Makers will implant clockwork devices into our heads. At the cost of a
certain amount of agency, these devices will permit us to move unhindered through time and space, and to live complacent, well-regulated
lives. However, when one of these devices goes awry, a "clockwork man" appears accidentally in the 1920s, at a cricket match in a small
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English village. Comical yet mind-blowing hijinks ensue. Considered the first cyborg novel, The Clockwork Man was first published in 1923 -the same year as Karel Capek's pioneering android play, R.U.R.

Bluebeard
"Autonomous is to biotech and AI what Neuromancer was to the Internet."—Neal Stephenson "Something genuinely and thrillingly new in the
naturalistic, subjective, paradoxically humanistic but non-anthropomorphic depiction of bot-POV—and all in the service of vivid, solid
storytelling."—William Gibson When anything can be owned, how can we be free Earth, 2144. Jack is an anti-patent scientist turned drug
pirate, traversing the world in a submarine as a pharmaceutical Robin Hood, fabricating cheap scrips for poor people who can’t otherwise
afford them. But her latest drug hack has left a trail of lethal overdoses as people become addicted to their work, doing repetitive tasks until
they become unsafe or insane. Hot on her trail, an unlikely pair: Eliasz, a brooding military agent, and his robotic partner, Paladin. As they
race to stop information about the sinister origins of Jack’s drug from getting out, they begin to form an uncommonly close bond that neither
of them fully understand. And underlying it all is one fundamental question: Is freedom possible in a culture where everything, even people,
can be owned? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms
At a crucial moment in the history of relations of East and West, Orient and Occident, Christianity and Islam, Orientalism provides a timely
account of the subject and the debate. In the 1960s and 1970s a powerful assault was launched on 'orientalism', led by Edward Said. The
debate ranged far beyond the traditional limits of 'dry-as-dust' orientalism, involving questions concerning the nature of identity, the nature of
imperialism, Islamophobia, myth, Arabism, racialism, intercultural relations and feminism. Charting the history of the vigorous debate about
the nature of orientalism, this timely account revisits the arguments and surveys the case studies inspired by that debate.

Orientalism
Kurt Vonnegut has surpassed even his own giddy heights of hilariously bitter irony in Bluebeard. It is a novel so funny and yet so terribly
serious that you will read it - then reconsider your own life.

AP® World History Crash Course Book + Online
First published by Penguin Press in hardcover as The knowledge: how to rebuild our world from scratch, 2014.

Lucifer's Legacy
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Annalee Newitz's Old Media: A Tor.com Original, tells the story of a freed slave and a robot professor, trying to figure out what it means to be
in love while they watch old anime from the 21st century. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

A Climate of Crisis
The debut novel from the double Hugo Award-winning N. K. Jemisin, author of The Fifth Season ***WINNER of the Locus Award for Best
First Novel*** ***WINNER of the RT Reviewer's Choice Award*** ***Shortlisted for the Tiptree, the Crawford, the Nebula, the Hugo, the World
Fantasy, the David Gemmell and the Goodreads Readers' Choice Awards*** Yeine Darr is an outcast from the barbarian north. But when her
mother dies under mysterious circumstances, she is summoned to the majestic city of Sky - a palace above the clouds where gods' and
mortals' lives are intertwined. There, to her shock, Yeine is named one of the potential heirs to the king. But the throne of the Hundred
Thousand Kingdoms is not easily won, and Yeine is thrust into a vicious power struggle with a pair of cousins she never knew she had. As
she fights for her life, she draws ever closer to the secrets of her mother's death and her family's bloody history. But it's not just mortals who
have secrets worth hiding and Yeine will learn how perilous the world can be when love and hate - and gods and mortals - are bound
inseparably. The Inheritance Trilogy begins with The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms, continues in The Broken Kingdoms and concludes in The
Kingdom of Gods.

Yellow Line
Breaking Parallel is a detailed body movement and strength-training guide designed to challenge your limits and develop solid, functional
strength. Created by Jeff Tucker (director for the CrossFit Gymnastics Trainer Course), the book offers hundreds of bodyweight movements
rooted in elemental gymnastics, as well as numerous fitness programs that have proven successful for CrossFit athletes worldwide. Most
fitness books focus on achieving one specific goal, such as lifting heavy weights or running long distances. Breaking Parallel is designed to
develop the type of strength that allows you to do a broad assortment of tasks for a prolonged period of time—the type of strength needed in
everyday life. Breaking Parallel is more than a book filled a series of movements. It teaches you the elements of basic gymnastics, allowing
you to breakdown inefficient movement from a visual perspective. However, in addition to supplying you with the 'gymnastics eye,' Breaking
Parallel also teaches you how to fix a broad assortment of problems, including those that arise from strength issues, mobility issues,
coordination issues, and issues caused by a lack of spatial awareness. Whether you are a coach, an athlete, or someone simply wanting to
get into better shape, Breaking Parallel will not only teach you how to execute an array of highly functional movements, but also how to
perfect them. The book includes: il - Conditioning drills for developing basic strength. il - Mobility exercises needed for sports and daily life. il Handstand exercises that develop balance and upper body strength. il - Ring drills that allow you to develop stability control. il - Hollow form
techniques for developing solid core strength. il - Parallette exercises for lower body development, core strength, and arm strength. il Inverted forms for developing keen spatial awareness.
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The Seven Sins of Memory
“A revolution is happening in speculative fiction, and Annalee Newitz is leading the vanguard."--Wil Wheaton From Annalee Newitz, founding
editor of io9, comes a story of time travel, murder, and the lengths we'll go to protect the ones we love. 1992: After a confrontation at a riot
grrl concert, seventeen-year-old Beth finds herself in a car with her friend's abusive boyfriend dead in the backseat, agreeing to help her
friends hide the body. This murder sets Beth and her friends on a path of escalating violence and vengeance as they realize many other
young women in the world need protecting too. 2022: Determined to use time travel to create a safer future, Tess has dedicated her life to
visiting key moments in history and fighting for change. But rewriting the timeline isn’t as simple as editing one person or event. And just
when Tess believes she's found a way to make an edit that actually sticks, she encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on stopping
her at any cost. Tess and Beth’s lives intertwine as war breaks out across the timeline--a war that threatens to destroy time travel and leave
only a small group of elites with the power to shape the past, present, and future. Against the vast and intricate forces of history and
humanity, is it possible for a single person’s actions to echo throughout the timeline? Praise for The Future of Another Timeline: "An
intelligent, gut-wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions, both courageous and venal, can have large consequences. Smart and profound on
every level.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "You close the book reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the
future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Scatter Adapt and Remember
Named one of the best books of 2017 by The Economist, The Wall Street Journal, & Vox The father of virtual reality explains its dazzling
possibilities by reflecting on his own lifelong relationship with technology Bridging the gap between tech mania and the experience of being
inside the human body, Dawn of the New Everything is a look at what it means to be human at a moment of unprecedented technological
possibility. Through a fascinating look back over his life in technology, Jaron Lanier, an interdisciplinary scientist and father of the term
“virtual reality,” exposes VR’s ability to illuminate and amplify our understanding of our species, and gives readers a new perspective on how
the brain and body connect to the world. An inventive blend of autobiography, science writing, philosophy and advice, this book tells the wild
story of his personal and professional life as a scientist, from his childhood in the UFO territory of New Mexico, to the loss of his mother, the
founding of the first start-up, and finally becoming a world-renowned technological guru. Understanding virtual reality as being both a
scientific and cultural adventure, Lanier demonstrates it to be a humanistic setting for technology. While his previous books offered a more
critical view of social media and other manifestations of technology, in this book he argues that virtual reality can actually make our lives
richer and fuller.
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